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Abstract

Anonymous trading is the norm in today’s financial markets but there are a

few exceptions. We study one such case, the OMX Nordic Exchanges (Stockholm,

Helsinki, Copenhagen, and Reykjavik) that have traditionally been more transpar-

ent than most other markets. On June 2, 2008 OMX Nordic switched to making

post-trade reporting anonymous for some of their markets. We exploit this quasi–

natural experiment to investigate the impact this change had on liquidity and

trading behavior. Our difference-in-difference method reveals a modest, though

statistically insignificant, 14 basis point improvement in the quoted spread under

the post-trade anonymous regime. The price impact of a trade decreased by a sta-

tistically significant four basis points for seller-initiated trades and did not change

for buyer-initiated trades.
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1. Introduction

Is market quality better when the counter-party is unknown (anonymous) or known

(transparent)? Post-trade anonymity was implemented by the OMX Nordic Exchange in

Helsinki, Reykjavik, and Stockholm on June 2, 2008. The switch to anonymity applied

to all equity-related markets in Helsinki, Reykjavik and the five most traded stocks in

Stockholm. Under the new post-trade anonymous regime the broker identity was removed

from all market data feeds. It was, however, available after the close of each trading day

to all members. Stocks in Stockholm, except for the five most traded ones, and all

stocks in Copenhagen continued to trade with broker identities for each trade being part

of the market feed. The implementation of the change therefore created a quasi-natural

experiment on the effects of anonymity with stocks in Helsinki, Reykjavik and the top five

in Stockholm forming the treatment group that became anonymous and the remaining

ones in Stockholm and all those in Copenhagen forming the control group that remained

transparent.1

We find that those stocks that became anonymous, relative to the control group

that did not, experienced a modest, though statistically insignificant, decrease in quoted

spread of 14 basis points. We also find that the price impact of a trade, defined as the

percentage change in the quote midpoint five minutes after a trade takes place, decreased

by a statistically significant four basis points for seller-initiated trades and did not change

for buyer-initiated trades. Taken together, the switch to anonymity did not hurt and, in

fact, slightly improved market quality.

A number of studies have investigated these type of changes but to our knowledge most

1There are in fact a few shares that experienced a true natural experiment. The shares of Nordea,
Tieto and Stora Enso are traded in Stockholm and Helsinki, and in the case of Nordea, in Copenhagen
as well. For these companies trading became anonymous in at least one market but stayed transparent
in at least one of them due to one set being traded in Stockholm (outside the top five) and one in
Copenhagen where all stayed transparent.
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changes have not had a natural control group. The common direction for changes has

been to remove the broker identities, i.e., switch to some form of post-trade anonymity in

trade reporting. The introduction of post-trade anonymity has often been a natural con-

sequence of the introduction of Central Counterparty (CCP) clearing systems to replace

bilateral clearing.

Studies by Hachmeister and Schiereck (2010) and Marsden et al. (2011) investigate

the removal of broker identities on the German and New Zealand exchanges for 30 and 41

stocks, respectively. Hachmeister and Schiereck (2010) find significant improvements in

liquidity while Marsden et al. (2011) find more modest gains and initially finds spreads

widening after the event. Both of these studies examine an event but do not have a

control group. Friederich and Payne (2011) study the switch to anonymity at the Lon-

don SETS market and document liquidity improvements for a larger sample. Friederich

and Payne (2011) differs from the first two in that they do use a control sample and

apply difference-in-difference regression techniques, but their control sample is from a

different market (SEAQ versus SETS). Another difference between the change studied

by Friederich and Payne (2011) and the one we study is that the change in Friederich

and Payne (2011) involves going from bilateral exchange of counter party information

to complete anonymity. That change is different than the one we study in that in our

case the transparent regime involves all members seeing the trade counter party informa-

tion. We are to our knowledge the first to study this type of change in a quasi-natural

experimental setting.

Electronic markets often started out more transparent than they are today. For some

markets the transition towards greater anonymity has involved an earlier step in which

the order book became anonymous, i.e., the broker identities associated with the limit

orders in the order book were removed. This is true as well for the NASDAQ OMX

Nordic’s exchanges but that change took place many years ago. Foucault et al. (2007)
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examine the switch to pre-trade anonymity at the Paris Bourse and report improvements

in liquidity. Related studies by Comerton-Forde and Tang (2009), Frino et al. (2010),

and Comerton-Forde et al. (2005) examine the effects of changes in the transparency of

different markets with respect to the anonymity dimension of transparency.

A different strand of the literature asks whether displaying broker identities helps

facilitate tacit collusion. In this case anonymity would make the market more compet-

itive hence improving liquidity. Simaan et al. (2003) document that market makers are

more likely to quote on odd ticks and to narrow the inside spread when they can do so

anonymously on a different platform.2

The theoretical literature is split on the issue of anonymity. Fishman and Hagerty

(1995) show that disclosure of insider traders will create a new source of profitable trading

opportunities for the insider because the market does not know whether he was trading on

information or not. Huddart et al. (2001) extends Kyle (1985) to incorporate the insider

disclosing his trades after the fact, i.e., post-trade transparency versus anonymity. They

find that price discovery is accelerated and insider profits reduced and hence spreads

are narrower under transparency. Rindi (2008) uses a Grossman and Stiglitz (1980)

framework and shows that liquidity can be enhance or impaired depending on whether

the information acquisition is exogenous or endogenous, but her focus is on pre-trade

transparency. Foucault et al. (2007) examine pre-trade anonymity, introduce informed

trading on volatility signals and find that anonymity is associated with improved liquidity.

In their discussion of market transparency Foucault et al. (2013) point out that post-

trade anonymity generates higher rents for informed traders. They point out that rent

seeking and lobbying may tilt the market structure to favor some players over others.

Foucault et al. (2013) also highlight that one cannot rely on competition between markets

2Other studies examine situations where the markets are parallel as in Grammig et al. (2001) and
Comerton-Forde et al. (2011) or study markets where the disclosure of broker identities is periodic (twice
a day disclosure of the top brokers buying and selling) as in Pham et al. (2014) and Pham (2014).
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to correct possible problems. Overall the theory in this area does not point to a clear

prediction for liquidity changes for the kind of change we examine..

Related questions are how and why post-trade anonymity matters. The natural start-

ing point is to ask whether the broker identities contain useful information in predicting

short term order flow and price movements. Frino et al. (2010) and Lepone et al. (2012)

examine the information content of broker identities and find that the market attributes

greater information content to successive unidirectional trades when a single broker rather

than by different brokers. Menkhoff and Schmeling (2010) report similar findings for the

foreign exchange market. Linnainmaa and Saar (2012) combine data on the identities of

individual investors with order flow data and find that while individual investors can and

do follow mixed strategies to some extent, the broker identities are still predictive signals.

Based on this strand of the literature one would predict an improvement in liquidity for

the treatment group of stocks.

2. Institutional Setting and Our Sample

2.1. Institutional Setting

On June 2, 2008, OMX Nordic Exchange started post-trade anonymous trading in

some of its markets. The Helsinki and the Reykjavik exchanges implemented anonymity

across all equity-related markets. The broker identity was removed from the the market

data feed and SAXESS trade ticker. In Stockholm, the change was limited to the five

most actively traded stocks; these were Ericsson B, Volvo B, Telia Sonera, Nordea, and

H&M B. These five stocks represented roughly 33% of total turnover in Stockholm based

on turnover figures from the previous year. The counter party information was to be

transmitted to all members as of 18:00 hours every day. There was no change to post-

trade transparency on the Copenhagen exchange or the Stockholm exchange with the
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exception of the five most active stocks listed above.

The motivation for the changes given by the exchange management was that anony-

mous trading was believed to lower trading costs, reduce market impact, and increase

competitiveness. Some proponents of the change cited the increased used of algorithms

that are used to spot patterns in trading. Those who objected often cited counter-party

search costs and execution control. Another argument given for transparency was that it

leveled the playing field for smaller participants: larger members could already observe

a representative sample of the order flow but the disclosure of broker identities behind

trades was particularly helpful for smaller members.

Coincidentally there was a membership vote which was close and explains how the

quasi-natural experiment came to be. The vote split so that local members based in

the Nordic countries were mostly against and international members represented by the

Investment Management Association in London were mostly in favor of the proposal.

The relative balance between these two groups explains where the change was imple-

mented. The London based member firm have a bigger market share in both Helsinki

and Reykjavik, whereas the local members have a bigger market share in Stockholm and

even more so in Copenhagen.

The implementation meant that the real time information on counter parties to trade

was removed from the market feed. Trade by trade counter-party information was to be

published end of trading day.3

2.2. Our Sample

Data on trades and the limit order book state is provided by OMX market research.

Our sample consists of observations on 684 equities in Copenhagen, Helsinki, Stockholm

3The switch to post-trade anonymity was later reversed. In April 2009, the change was largely rolled
back and that reflected a power shift from the members representing international clients to members
representing local clients. We are in the process of acquiring data for that second period (2009) to study
the shift to a more transparent regime.
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and Reykjavik from March 3, 2008 to September 26, 20084.

On June 2, 2008 all equities that trade in Helsinki and Reykjavik as well as five

equities that trade in Stockholm became post-trade anonymous, accounting for 174 firms

in our sample. The remaining equities in Stockholm and all those in Copenhagen did

not become post-trade anonymous, accounting for the remaining 510 firms. Not all firms

have trades over our entire sample period; the average number of firms per day is 653.

To exclude any confounding effects due to the introduction of anonymity, we exclude

observations in a two-week window from May 25, 2008 to June 9, 2008 surrounding the

event date. This leaves a total of 112 trading days: 54 days before the event and 58 days

after the event.

Historical daily foreign exchange rates were obtained from the European Central

Bank5 and merged with the OMX data. These rates are used to convert prices in Swedish

Krona, Icelandic Krona and Danish Krone to Euro. Daily Euro volume for each firm is

computed by summing the daily Euro value of all trades.

The inside bid-ask midpoint is computed for each firm every 15 minutes and these are

used to construct the daily return standard deviation. Prices for each firm are sampled

every 15 minutes, shares outstanding are obtained from Nasdaq OMX6. Shares outstand-

ing is multiplied by the firm’s average daily price to compute the firm’s market value of

equity in Euro.

Table 1 reports the breakdown of member firms in groups according to which sub-

markets they belong to. For example, the HCS label refers to members of the Helsinki,

Copenhagen, and Stockholm, exchanges and there are a total of 36 member firms in this

group. Their market share based on turnover for the January-September 2008 period was

4Due to a data collection omission, we are missing order book data from July 14, 2008 to July 18,
2008. The omission is technical and unrelated to market dynamics and should not bias our findings in
any way.

5https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html
6http://www.nasdaqomx.com/transactions/markets/nordic/statistics
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just over 50% and their market share based on the number of trades was around 56%.

A total of 11 members belong to all four exchanges, Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen,

and Reykjavik, and they account for 26% of turnover and 22% of the number of trades.

The third largest market share group are the 15 firms that are members of Helsinki and

Stockholm accounting for 15% of turnover and 23% of trades. Together these 52 firms

account for the bulk of the trading activity across the four markets. While the smaller

sub-groups of firms that do not belong to HCS, HCSR or HS do not account for much of

of the total turnover and number of trades they account for a bit more in terms of the

local exchange turnover and trade figures. As one would expect member firms who are

based on London primarily show up in the first three groups.

Nordic Exchange Member Market Shares
Members of Number of Market Share %(turnover EUR) Market Share %(trades)

HCS 36 50.22 56.13
HCSR 11 26.34 22.28

HS 15 15.50 23.50
C 20 3.22 2.90

CSR 2 1.95 1.77
H 2 0.95 1.44
CS 6 0.87 1.28
CR 3 0.43 0.08
S 17 0.37 0.59
R 10 0.11 0.02

HSR 2 0.05 0.01
Sum 124 100.0 100

Table 1: The table reports the breakdown of members of the different Nordic Exchanges by
groups according to whether the group members are members of all four exchanges (HCSR,
Helsinki=H, Copenhagen=C, Stockholm=S, and Reykjavik=R) or some combination thereof,
the number of group members as of September 2008, the aggregate market share of group based
on turnover (EUR) or number of trades.
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3. Methodology

We apply the difference-in-difference regression analysis as discussed in Angrist and Pis-

chke (2009).7

4. Results

4.1. Spreads

Average quoted bid-ask spreads are computed for all firms on all days by computing

the spread every 15 minutes throughout the trading day and averaging for each firm-day.

The unconditional mean (median) spread for all firm days in the entire sample is 295

(155) basis points.

Table 2 reports the spread conditional on the firm’s market capitalization size de-

creases quickly. The large average spread is high due to the large spread in firms with

small market capitalization; the average spread for the firms in the largest market capi-

talization quintile is 56 bp.

Quintile Mean MVE (Million Euro) Mean Spread (bp)
Lowest 17 639

2 58 370
3 141 254
4 470 156

Highest 5,930 56

Table 2: All firm-day observations are sorted into quintiles based on the market value of equity
for that day and the average quoted spread is computed for each quintile.

Table 3 contains the mean spread before and after the event date for those firms that

became anonymous on June 2, 2008 (the treatment group) and those firms that did not

7Examples of papers that use difference-in-difference regression analysis are Card and Krueger (1994)
and Derrien and Kecskes (2013).
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become anonymous (the control group). Table 3 is meant to describe what happened to

the average spread; standard errors will be reported in the regression analysis.

Panel A contains the average spread change for all firms in the treatment and control

groups. The overall effect of anonymity appears to be small. Those firms that became

anonymous had a increase in average spread of 100 bp, while those that did not become

anonymous has an increase of 74 bp, for a difference in difference of 100 − 74 = 26 bp.

While the average spread for all firms increased, the increase in spread is conditional on

the firm’s market capitalization. Panels B, C and D contain firms sorted into terciles

based on market capitalization. The treatment group in the lowest market capitalization

tercile (Panel B) had the largest increase in spread, from 469 to 715 basis points, while

the treatment group in the in the highest mve tercile (Panel D) had a small decrease

in spread from 84 to 67 b.p.. With the exception of the small firms, the increase in

spread for the treatment groups was similar in magnitude to that of the control group,

suggesting that anonymity didn’t impact the spread that much.

To draw inferences, we use a regression to estimate a difference-in-difference model

of the following form:

sit = α0 + α1d
c
i + α2d

a
t + α3d

c
id

a
t + α4mit + α5σit + α6vit + εit. (1)

The dependent variable, sit, is the the average daily inside spread for firm firm i on day

t in basis points. The dummy variable dc is 1 if the firm is in the treatment group (did

become anonymous) and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable da is 1 if the observation

occurs after the anonymity event on June 2, 2008 and 0 if the observation occurs before

that date. For firm i on day t, mit is the logarithm of the market value of equity in Euro,

σit is the daily volatility of returns using quote midpoints sampled every 15 minutes,

and vit is volume of shares traded in billions of Euro. The coefficient on the interacted
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Panel A: All firms
Anonymous (treatment, t) Non-anonymous (control, c) Difference (t− c)

Before (b) 234 281 -47
After (a) 334 355 -21

Difference (a− b) 100 74

Panel B: Lowest market cap tercile, MVE = 29 million Euro
Anonymous (treatment, t) Non-anonymous (control, c) Difference (t− c)

Before (b) 469 529 -60
After (a) 715 618 97

Difference (a− b) 246 89

Panel C: Middle market cap tercile, MVE = 146 million Euro
Anonymous (treatment, t) Non-anonymous (control, c) Difference (t− c)

Before (b) 194 228 -34
After (a) 253 295 -42

Difference (a− b) 59 67

Panel C: Highest market cap tercile, MVE = 3,390 million Euro
Anonymous (treatment, t) Non-anonymous (control, c) Difference (t− c)

Before (b) 84 95 -11
After (a) 67 111 -44

Difference (a− b) -17 16

Table 3: Average daily quoted spread, sampled at 15-minute intervals, for those firms that
became anonymous on June 2, 2008 (the treatment group) and those firms that did not become
anonymous (the control group) before and after the event date. Results are show for all firms
and for firms sorted by market value of equity terciles.

dummies, α3, represents the change in spread for the treatment group (those firms that

became anonymous after June 2) relative to the control group.

The three control variables are included since spreads are typically smaller for large

firms, firms that have high volume and firms that have low return volatility. Table 4

shows the correlations between these variables. While larger firms and firms with higher

volume are associated with lower spreads, the correlation with return volatility is close to

0. Quintile sorts by return volatility show a “U” shaped pattern where spreads are lowest

for the middle return volatility quintile and higher for the smallest and largest quintiles.

The regressions that follow are robust to the inclusion or exclusion of return volatility; it
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is reported to be consisted with other studies such as Friederich and Payne (2011). The

control variables all have low correlations with each other, so multicolinearity will not be

a problem.

Spread Log Market Return Volume
Value Equity Volatility

s m σ v
Spread (s) 1.0000
Log Market Value Equity (m) -0.4735 1.0000
Return Volatility (σ) -0.0592 0.2676 1.0000
Volume (v) -0.1162 0.3778 0.4467 1.0000

Table 4: Correlations between the spread and control variables.

While ordinary least squares (OLS) will give consistent estimates for the parameters

in difference-in-difference models, standard errors can be biased downward (Bertrand

et al. (2004)). Errors may be serially correlated errors resulting from a firm’s above

average spread one day to be followed by an above average spread the next day. Errors

may also be cross-sectionally correlated if there is an event on a particular day that

causes spreads on the equity of two or more firms to be above average. Since errors may

be correlated along two dimensions (time and firm), we use the approach of Thompson

(2011). Table 9 in the Appendix illustrates the effect of not correcting standard errors

to account for these correlations. First, standard errors are obtained by estimating the

regression and computing the variance-covariance matrix for the coefficients by clustering

on firm i. Second, the variance-covariance matrix is computed by clustering on date t.

Last, the variance-covariance matrix from a heteroscedasticity-robust OLS regression

without clustering estimated and this matrix is subtracted from the sum of the matrices

clustering along firm and time. This eliminates the double-counting of variances on the

diagonals that would result if the two variance-covariance matrices from the clustering

regressions were simply summed.
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Results from the regression are shown in Table 5. The coefficient on the interacted

dummies, dcda, represents how much the spread changed for those firms that became

anonymous (dc = 1) after June 2, 2008 (da = 1). The estimate of -13.51 is marginally

significant (t-statistic of -1.48), indicating some evidence of a decrease in spread when

the treatment group became anonymous. Economically the decrease of 14 basis points

suggests there was an effect. In future version we will interact the dummy for post

period and anonymity with the size control to examine whether the effect was different

for small and large companies. The descriptive statistics reported in Table 3 provides

some indication of a different effect for the smallest versus largest stocks.

Variable Coefficient estimate t-stat
Constant 1712 15.71
Treatment dummy (dc) 7.53 0.43
Before/after dummy (da) 41.22 6.35
Interaction (dcda) -13.51 -1.48
Log Market Value of Equity (m) -79.11 -14.20
Return volatility (σ) 31.97 2.05
Volume (v) 352 2.08

Table 5: Regression results from estimating the difference-in-difference model

sit = α0 + α1d
c
i + α2d

a
t + α3d

c
id

a
t + α4mit + α5σit + α6vit + εit.

The dependent variable, sit, the the average daily inside spread for firm firm i on day t in
basis points. The dummy variable dc is 1 if the firm is in the treatment group (did become
anonymous) and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable da is 1 if the observation occurs after the
anonymity event on June 2, 2008 and 0 if the observation occurs before that date. For firm i
on day t, mit is the logarithm of the market value of equity in Euro, σit is the daily volatility
of returns using quote midpoints sampled every 15 minutes, and vit is volume of shares traded
in billions of Euro. Since errors may be serially as well as cross-sectionally correlated we use
the correction for standard errors clustered by both time and firm that was used for the quoted
spread regressions (Thompson (2011)).

4.2. Price Impact

To compute the price impact of a trade, we only use trades that occur after 10:00

A.M. and before 4:25 P.M. and we drop any quotes that have a bid or ask price less than
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or equal to zero or that have bid-ask spread greater that 50% of the quote midpoint.

Each trade is matched with the midpoint of the immediately preceding quote, mt. The

trade is also matched with the midpoint of the next quote that is at least five minutes

after the trade occurs, mt+5, and the price impact for that particular trade is computed

as the percentage change of quote midpoints, (mt+5 −mt)/mt. If no quote can be found

within 30 minutes of a trade then the trade is not used for computing price impact.

Large trades, defined as those above the median trade size for firm i on day t are

separated from small trades, defined as those that are below the median for that firm-

day. Also trades that are buyer-initiated (occur at the ask) are separated from those

that are seller-initiated (occur at the bid). This results in four categories of trades, large

buys (LB), small buys (SB), large sells (LS), and small sells (SS) whose price impacts

are averaged for each firm on each day. For the descriptive results in Table 6 and the

regression analysis in Table 7, any days in which there are fewer than 10 trades for a

particular firm are dropped from the sample 8.

The summary statistics for the sample are shown in Table 6. Each firm has two

observations: The daily price impact averaged for the 54 days before the event and the

58 days after the event. Since the price impacts may be serially correlated, this is done so

that unbiased t-statistics can be computed. More efficient estimates are computed in the

regression estimation of a difference-in-difference model in the next section. The statistics

in the table are in basis points. For example in panel A large buys (LB) before the event

in the group of stocks that subsequently became anonymous were associated with an

average increase in the midpoint of the bid-ask spread of 23.7 basis points subsequent to

the trade.

For both the treatment and control groups the average price impacts are symmetric

around zero: buys have a positive price impact and sells have a negative impact. Most

8When the analysis is repeated using all the trades the statistical inferences do not change.
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of the price impacts are significantly different from zero but to avoid cluttering the table

these are not highlighted in Table 6. In panels A, B, C, and D, 15 of 16, 11 of 16, 15 of 16

and 14 of 16 are significantly different from 0, respectively. The difference between small

and large trades is not statistically significant; this is due to the small sample size that

results from time-series averaging. For example, in the treatment group of the lowest

market cap tercile after the anonymity event, large (small) sells had a average price

impact of -31.2 (-6.1) basis points, but there are only about 30 firms in these groups with

a standard deviation of the price impact of roughly 200 basis points.

Comparing the price impact before (b) and after (a) the event for all firms in panel

A. The price impact of buys (sells) in both the anonymous and non-anonymous group

becomes more positive (negative) after the event, suggesting an exogenous event that

affects both groups of stocks and illustrating the need to have a control sample. Com-

paring the price impact across stocks that became anonymous (columns t) and those that

remain non-anonymous (columns c) for all firms in panel A we find that compared to

the non-anonymous group, the price impact for sells of stocks in the anonymous group is

more positive and smaller in absolute value, while the comparison of the price impact for

buys between the two groups is mixed, suggesting that buys and sells behave somewhat

differently.

To understand the impact of post-trade anonymity, we compute a difference-in-

difference shown in the lower-right corner of panel A. For example, while the price impact

of large buys in the treatment group (23.7) was smaller than the control group (28.9)

before the event, after the event it was larger (37.5 compared to 34.0) resulting in a

difference-in-diff of (28.9 − 23.7) − (37.5 − 34.0) = 8.8, suggesting that making trades

post-trade anonymous increases the price impact of large buys. While the difference-in-

difference suggests that the price impact of both buys and sells becomes more positive,

since the price impact of sells was negative to begin with the net effect is that the price
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impact of sells is reduced while the price impact for buys gets larger in magnitude.

To see if the price impact effect is robust across firm size, firms are sorted into three

market-cap terciles, with a mean firm size of 29, 147 and 3,430 Million Euro for the

small, medium and large firm-size groups, respectively and the price impact is compared

for firms in each of the three terciles in Panels B, C, and D of Table 6. In general,

the same pattern holds as in panel A, however the magnitude of the effect both in the

absolute value of price impact, the difference before and after the event (row a− b) and

the differences between the anonymous and non-anonymous firms (columns t − c) for

the smallest firms is largest for smaller firms, However, the number of differences that

are statistically significant increases for the larger firms: Since there are more trades the

price impact can be more precisely measured.
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Panel A: Price impact in basis points for all firms
Anonymous Non-anonymous Difference

(treatment, t) (control, c) (t− c)
LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS

Before (b) 23.7 9.8 -14.8 -15.3 28.9 29.8 -24.6 -26.7 -5.2 -20.0* 9.8 11.4
After (a) 37.5 35.0 -15.5 -13.5 34.0 29.3 -37.7 -34.2 3.6 5.7 22.1* 20.8
(a− b) 13.8 25.2* -0.7 1.9 5.0 -0.4 -13.0* -7.5 8.8 25.7 12.3 9.4
N 141 143 143 140 402 394 404 395

Panel B: Price impact in basis points for lowest market cap tercile, MVE = 29 million Euro
Anonymous Non-anonymous Difference

(treatment, t) (control, c) (t− c)
LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS

Before (b) 43.5 15.0 -22.1 -23.4 58.3 53.6 -48.5 -35.2 -14.8 -38.6 26.4 11.9
After (a) 92.9 104.4 -31.2 -6.1 64.6 35.7 -75.7 -56.1 28.4 68.6 44.6 50.0
(a− b) 49.4 89.4* -9.0 17.3 6.2 -17.9 -27.2 -20.8 43.2 107.2 18.2 38.1
N 32 34 34 31 97 93 97 90

Panel C: Price impact in basis points for middle market cap tercile, MVE = 147 million Euro
Anonymous Non-anonymous Difference

(treatment, t) (control, c) (t− c)
LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS

Before (b) 15.6 10.1 -17.5 -9.7 27.2 30.9 -27.3 -37.4 -11.7* -20.8* 9.8 27.7*
After (a) 30.4 19.7 -14.7 -29.2 31.7 43.4 -37.3 -41.9 -1.4 -23.6* 22.6 12.7
(a− b) 14.8 9.7 2.8 -19.5 4.5 12.5 -10.0 -4.5 10.3 -2.8 12.7 -15.0
N 46 46 46 46 142 140 144 142

Panel D: Price impact in basis points for highest market cap tercile, MVE = 3,430 million Euro
Anonymous Non-anonymous Difference

(treatment, t) (control, c) (t− c)
LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS

Before (b) 19.7 6.8 -8.9 -15.4 13.0 15.1 -8.1 -12.7 6.7 -8.3* -0.8 -2.7
After (a) 8.3 4.8 -6.9 -5.2 14.5 11.8 -11.1 -12.8 -6.2* -7.0* 4.2 7.7*
(a− b) -11.4 -2.0 2.1 10.3 1.6 -3.3 -3.0 -0.1 -13.0 1.3 5.1 10.4
N 63 63 63 63 163 161 163 163

Table 6: Average daily price impact in basis points of buyer and seller initiated trades for those
firms that became anonymous on June 2, 2008 (the treatment group) and those firms that did
not become anonymous (the control group) before and after the event date. “LB” and “SB”
refer to large buys (above the daily median trade size for a firm) and small buys, respectively.
“LS” and “SS” are defined similarly for large and small sells. Results are shown for all firms and
for firms sorted by market value of equity terciles. A “*” indicates the statistic is significantly
different from zero at the 5% level.
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Similar to the analysis on quoted spreads, we use a regression to estimate a difference-

in-difference model to determine if switching to anonymity had a significant effect on the

price impact of a trade:

piit = α0 + α1d
c
i + α2d

a
t + α3d

c
id

a
t + α4mit + α5σit + α6vit + εit.

The dependent variable, piit, is the average daily percentage price impact for buyer or

seller initiated trades for firm firm i on day t. The dummy variable dc is 1 if the firm is

in the treatment group (did become anonymous) and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable

da is 1 if the observation occurs after the anonymity event on June 2, 2008 and 0 if the

observation occurs before that date. The other right-hand side variables are the same

ones used in in the spread regressions in Table 5: the logarithm of the market value of

equity (m), the volatility of returns (σ), and volume (v) are control variables. Errors may

be serially as well as cross-sectionally correlated so we use the correction for standard

errors clustered by both time and firm that was used for the quoted spread regressions

(Thompson (2011)).

Since the results in Table 6 suggest that there is not much difference between large and

small trades, for these regressions we combine small and large trades together. Coefficient

estimates for two regressions using the price impact of buys and sells as the dependent

variable are shown in Table 7. As with the Table 6, we only keep firm-days where there

are at least 10 or more trades per day. This results in 32,000 observations used for

each the regression. While the coefficient on market value of equity is not significant as

suggested by the descriptive statistics in Table 6, the coefficient on volume is positive

and significant in both regressions. Since volume and size are positively correlated and

the volume is subsuming the effect of firm size.

The coefficients on the variables in the regression of the price impact of seller-initiated
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trades, are consistent with Table 6. The positive, though not significant, coefficient on the

treatment dummy indicates that the stocks that became anonymous have a higher price

impact than firms that did not. and the negative coefficient on the before/after dummy

indicates the price impact became more negative after the event. The positive coefficient

on firm size control corresponds to larger firms having a less negative price impact and

the negative coefficient on volume corresponds to a more negative price impact for higher-

volume firms. The corresponding coefficients for the regression of buyer-initiated trades

in general have the opposite sign but less significance.

The main coefficient of interest is α3 which represents how much the the price impact

changed for those firms that became anonymous after June 2, 2008 relative to those

firms that did not. The coefficient estimate of for seller-initiated trades is 3.94 and is

statistically significant, indicating that anonymity decreased the price impact, in the

senses that it became less negative, of these trades by 4 basis points. in contrast, the

coefficient for buyer initiated trades is positive but not statistically different from 0.
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Buys Sells
Coefficient Coefficient

Variable estimate t-stat estimate t-stat
Constant 124.66 11.64 -101.77 -9.47
Treatment dummy (dc) -8.09 -3.89 2.54 1.42
Before/after dummy (da) -1.61 -0.90 -3.09 -2.03
Interaction (dcda) 1.92 0.97 3.94 2.25
Log Market Value of Equity (m) -5.30 -9.82 4.47 8.36
Return volatility (σ) 2.10 1.71 -1.08 -1.05
Volume (v) 15.57 1.18 -26.16 -2.13
R-squared 0.0253 0.0151
Number of observations 32,736 32,330

Table 7: Regression results from estimating the difference-in-difference model

piit = α0 + α1d
c
i + α2d

a
t + α3d

c
id

a
t + α4mit + α5σit + α6vit + εit.

The dependent variable, piit, is the average daily price impact in basis points for buyer or
seller initiated trades for firm firm i on day t. The dummy variable dc is 1 if the firm is in
the treatment group (did become anonymous) and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable da is 1
if the observation occurs after the anonymity event on June 2, 2008 and 0 if the observation
occurs before that date. For firm i on day t, mit is the logarithm of the market value of equity
in Euro, σit is the daily volatility of returns using quote midpoints sampled every 15 minutes,
and vit is volume of shares traded in billions of Euro. Since errors may be serially as well as
cross-sectionally correlated we use the correction for standard errors clustered by both time and
firm that was used for the quoted spread regressions (Thompson (2011)).
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While the signs of the regression results in Table 7 agree with the sorts in Table 6,

the magnitudes don’t agree. For example, the difference-in-difference estimates of the

price impact of seller initiated trades in panel A of Table 6 are 12.3 (9.4) basis points

for small (large) trades while the coefficient on the interaction term in the regression

in Table 7 is 3.94. The price impact estimates in Table 6 were computed by averaging

daily price impacts for each firm for the 54 days before and the 58 days after the event -

yielding two observations per firm - in order to obtain unbiased t-statistics. Since small

firms are not as likely to have an observation each of the 54 (58) days before (after)

the event, they will tend to be over-weighted in the results in panel A of Table 6. To

illustrate this, Table 8 replicates the sorts using a firm-day as a unit of observation. The

difference-in-difference estimates for seller initiated trades are 3.9 (3.4) basis points for

the small (large) trades, agreeing with the estimated change in price impact of 3.94 basis

points from the regression.

Price impact in basis points for all firms where unit of observation is firm-day
Anonymous Non-anonymous Difference

(treatment, t) (control, c) (t− c)
LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS LB SB LS SS

Before (b) 9.5 6.7 -8.5 -7.7 18.3 20.2 -10.3 -17.7 -8.8 -13.5 1.8 9.9
After (a) 10.9 7.0 -8.3 -6.3 18.0 19.0 -14.0 -19.7 -7.1 -12.0 5.7 13.4
(a− b) 1.4 0.3 0.2 1.4 -0.3 -1.2 -3.7 -2.0 1.7 1.5 3.9 3.4
N 4,541 4,546 4,506 4,506 13,096 12,304 13,037 12,226

Table 8: Average daily price impact in basis points of buyer and seller initiated trades for those
firms that became anonymous on June 2, 2008 (the treatment group) and those firms that did
not become anonymous (the control group) before and after the event date. “LB” and “SB”
refer to large buys (above the daily median trade size for a firm) and small buys, respectively.
“LS” and “SS” are defined similarly for large and small sells.
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5. Conclusion

We investigate the effects of introducing post-trade anonymity in a market that was

previously post-trade transparent. Our sample comes from the NASDAQ OMX Nordic

Exchange which introduced post-trade anonymity for some of its markets in June 2008.

We exploit this quasi-natural experimental setting to make inference using difference-in-

difference regression methods. Using difference-in-difference, we find a modest, though

statistically insignificant, 14 basis point improvement in the quoted spread under the

post-trade anonymous regime. The price impact of a trade decreased by a statistically

significant four basis points for seller-initiated trades and did not change for buyer-

initiated trades. Taken together, the switch to anonymity did not hurt and, in fact,

slightly improved market quality.

In future versions of this paper we will examine in more detail the stocks that are

traded across two or more of NASDAQ OMX Nordic’s satellite markets to learn more

from these experiments. For example, some stocks that are listed on both Stockholm and

Helsinki exchanges fall outside the top five group on the Stockholm exchange and hence

become anonymously trade in Helsinki but remain transparent in Stockholm.
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6. Appendix

As Bertrand et al. (2004) point out, when OLS is used to estimate a difference-in-

difference model, the standard errors can be biased downward due to correlated errors

in either the time-series or cross-section. Thompson (2011) shows how to correct for this

and Table 9 shows the effect of not using the correct standard errors.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Coefficient None Date Firm Date & firm

Variable estimate t-stat t-stat t-stat t-stat
Constant 1712 98.19 65.70 15.96 15.71
Treatment dummy (dc) 7.53 2.45 2.99 0.42 0.43
Before/after dummy (da) 41.22 16.96 10.06 7.36 6.35
Interaction (dcda) -13.51 -2.88 -3.51 -1.42 -1.48
Log Market Value of Equity (m) -79.11 -89.84 -59.25 -14.44 -14.20
Return volatility (σ) 31.97 15.62 14.25 2.14 2.05
Volume (v) 352 6.79 5.22 2.16 2.08

Table 9: Regression results from estimating the difference-in-difference model

sit = α0 + α1d
c
i + α2d

a
t + α3d

c
id

a
t + α4mit + α5σit + α6vit + εit.

Four treatment of errors are shown: (1) no clustering, (2) clustering by date, (3) clustering by
firm, and (4) clustering by date and firm. The variable definitions are the same as in Table
5. Briefly, sit, the the average daily inside spread, dc is 1 if the firm is in the treatment group
(did become anonymous), da is 1 if the observation occurs after the anonymity event on June
2, 2008, mit is the logarithm of the market value of equity in Euro, σit is the daily volatility of
returns, and vit is volume of shares traded in billions of Euro.

The t-statistics in column (1) are computed with robust standard errors but no clus-

tering and those in column (2) are clustered by date. In both these cases the standard

errors are biased low and all coefficients are significant. The t-statistics in column (3) are

clustered by firm, those in column (4) are clustered by date and firm. Those in column

(4) are the ones reported in Table 5 and are corrected using the method in Thompson

(2011). In both cases (3) and (4) the standard errors are larger and the coefficients on the

treatment dummy and interacted dummies lose significance. In this case the t-statistics
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obtained by clustering by firm are almost identical to those obtained by clustering by

date, but with knowing ex-ante that this was the case clustering by both firm and date

is the most conservative method to estimate standard errors.
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